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 زبان انگلیسی دهم ریاضی تجربی انسانی فصل اول 

تشریحی

1 - Complete the following conversation using the words below. There are two extra words. 

Maryam:  Excuse me, what is it? Is it a leopard? 

Mr. Razavi:  No, it is a ........1..........  . 

Maryam:  Oh, a cheetah? 

Mr. Razavi:  Yeah, an Iranian cheetah. It is an .........2.........  animal. 

Maryam:  I know. I heard around 70 of them are  .........3......... . Yes? 

Mr. Razavi:  Right, but the number will  .........4.........  . 

Maryam:  Really?! How? 

Mr. Razavi:  Well, we have some  ........5..........  . For example, we are going to  .........6......... their homes, to make movies

about their life,and to teach people how to .........7.........  more care of them.

increase – get – cheetah – protect – dangerous – plans – alive – take – endangered

2 - Unscramble the following sentences. 

1. don’t - anymore - hunters - recently - go hunting -some.

2. are - attention - more - nature - nowadays - paying - families - to.

3. are - nature - interested in - students - protecting.

4. there - Iranian - a few - are - alive - cheetahs - only.

5. plan – everyone – needs to – future – the – for.

6. poems – she – some - read – is going to - tonight.
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3 - Divide the animals below into the following groups. 

A B C D

elephant kangaroo giraffe camel

E F G H

goat gorilla horse rooster

4 - Match tow sides. 

A B

 . destroy a. home

 . pay b. animals

 . natural c. nature

 . take  d. attention

 . farm e. people

 . read f. care of

g. poems

1

2

3

4

5

6

5 - Make wh-questions. 
They will travel to Europe next week. 

1. Who .................. ? 

2. When  ..................  ? 

3. Where  .................. ?

4. What  .................. ?

6 - Match two halves. There’s one extra sentence on the right.

A
1. I’m thirsty.

2. It’s very hot.

3. I’m really tired.

4. I’m cold.

B
a. I’ll close the window.

b. I’ll get you a drink.

c. I’ll help you.

d. I’ll help you find it.

e. I’ll open a window.
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7 - Read the following that and then answer the following question. 

Mr. Alavi is a teacher. Tomorrow, he and his students are going to go on a school trip. They are going to go to a park out of

the city. They are going to leave the school at 9. They are going to stay  in the park till afternoon. They  are going to go into

nature and clean it. They   are going to visit the aquarium in the park, too. Mr. Alavi is going to talk  about sea animals there.

The students are going to write a report from this trip. They need to pay attention to everything they see. Other students are

going to read   their friends’ reports and learn many things about nature and sea animals.

Are students going to go to a zoo?

Is Mr. Alavi going to read students’ reports?

Are you going to visit a museum of wildlife this weekend?

8 - Mr. Alavi is a teacher. Tomorrow, he and his students  .................. (go) on a school trip. They   .................. (go) to a park

out of the city. They  .................. (leave) the school at 9. They  .................. (stay) in the park till afternoon. They  ..................

(go) into nature and clean it. They    .................. (visit) the aquarium in the park, too. Mr. Alavi  .................. (talk) about sea

animals there. The students  .................. (write) a report from this trip. They need to pay attention to everything they see.

Other students  .................. (read) their friends’ reports and learn many things about nature and sea animals.

9 - Find all plural nouns. Change them into singular. 

singular plural 

animals

friends

birds

fish

places

babies

trees

forests

hunters

people

the police 

wirks 

10 - Find all singular nouns. Change them into plural. 

singular plural 

wildlife 

family 

home 

nature 

museum 

park 

information 

work 

thing 

village 
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11 - Unscramble the letters and make nouns. Then put nouns in the appropriate group.  

gnuelj .................. 

eret .................. 

nipa .................. 

veol .................. 

  denrfi .................. 

etarw .................. 

itroisv .................. 

umuems ..................

people place idea thing 

 ..................  ..................  ..................  .................. 

 ..................  ..................  ..................   ..................

12 - Unscramble the following sentences. 

1. protection  /  animals / need / endangered / and / attention /.

2. lakes /  jungles / humans / destroy / and / did /?

3. hurt / animals / nature / and / hunters / do  /?

4. there / a few / are / alive / Iranian cheetahs /

13 - Fill in the blanks with the given words. 

 protect            injured             plain              future           relatives destroyed

The hunters killed the tiger and .................. its home.  

There are lots of beautiful zebras living in this .................. . 

I brought the ..................  bird into the room and took care of it. 

Hopefully, people will pay more attention to wildlife in the .................. . 

One of our  ..................  is a zookeeper in Mazandaran.

14 - Look at the following graph. Order the following animals based on their average life span (from short to long). 

elephant, lion, wolf, camel, whale, mouse, sheep

15 - Match columns A and B. 
A

pay

save

protect

natural

take

hunt

B

wildlife

home

care of

nature

animals

attention

16 - Odd one out. 

1. die out / live / kill / hunt

2. goat / cow / hen / leopard

3. plain / mountain / jungle / zoo

4. hunters / zookeepers / teachers / farmers

5. save / take care of / protect / hunt

17 - Find 11 animals below.

elephant, destroy, protect, bear, save, cheetah, endangered, wolf, watch, travel, teach, dolphin, mountain, plain, duck, mean,

zookeeper, injured, leopard,  increase, life, goat, world, panda, weekend, hunter, lion, alive, zebra
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18 -

 Future tense Past tense Verbs

 I will travel to

 Shiraz next year

 I traveled to Isfahan

 last year

travel

buy

visit

watch

go

19 - Write the appropriate form of each noun. 

Ali's (brother)   .................. is a hard-working (postman)  .................. . 

She sat down at her (desk)  .................. and worked for two (hour)  .................. . 

There are two (bus stop) near your (school)  .................. . 

I saw an old (man)  .................. and two young (woman)  .................. sitting near the lake of the (park)  .................. . 

Frank is a (farmer)  .................. . He has four (child)  .................. .

20 - Read the following paragraph and choose the best verb forms. 

 Alfredo is an Italian tourist. He lives / will live in Rome. He likes / will liketo travel and see different places of the world.

He takes / will takes photos especially  from animals.  Next    month, he and his wife will travel to Iran. They go / will go to

Tooran 

Plain to see animals. They are hopeful to see Persian zebra, Iranian cheetah, Persian leopard and gazelle. After two weeks,

they visit / will visit some beautiful cities in Iran.

21 - Write the name of the animals below in front of the right sentence. 

gorilla dolphin wolf bear polar bear

1. It’s big. It’s brown or black. It can be dangerous.          .................. 

2. It’s big. It lives in a very cold place. It’s white.            .................. 

3. This big animal lives in the forest, in hot countries. It eats fruit.     .................. 

4. It is like a dog but it’s more dangerous. It eats meat.     .................. 

5. This clever animal is not dangerous. It is an amazing swimmer.      ..................

gorilla-dolphin-wolf-bear-polar bear

5
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22 - Read the following letter and circle the correct answer. 

Dear David, 

Thanks for your (postcard / Postcard)! I’m on holiday in (france / France). We arrived in (paris / Paris) this morning.

We’re going to do lots of fun things!  

Tonight we’re going to climb the (eiffel / Eiffel) tower. It is 134 meters high! It’s got electric lights on it at night and it’s very

pretty. 

Tomorrow we’re going to go on a boat ride on the (river / River). Mum is excited about that. 

On Friday morning, we’re going to see some paintings in a (museum / Museum). Then we’re going to the biggest

swimming pool in the town! 

Bye for now. 

Edward

23 - SYNONYMS:

A B 

1. in place of somebody or something a. keep safe

2. protect b. difficult

3. human c. wonderful

4. increase d. a member of your family

5. save e. a person

6. relative f. become bigger in number

7. amazing g. jungle

8. simple h. instead

9. forest i. take care of

j. easy

24 - Fill in the blanks using your own words.

1. Recently, families are paying more  .................. to nature. 

2. Iran's mountains and plains are the natural  .................. of many animals like the black bear. 

3. Cheetahs, pandas and bears are  .................. animals. There are only a few of them alive. 

4. I’m interested in nature, I do my best to  .................. it. 

5. In the class, I always sit  .................. Ali and Nader.
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25 - ODD ONE OUT. 

1. tiger - lion - giraffe – dog

2. next week – tomorrow - last month - future

3. Iran - girl - dolphin – plant

4. men- children -buses- women

5. mice – apple – tree – horse

6. Avicenna - Milad tower – student – Amin

7. cat – dog – goat - Asian elephant

26 - Spelling:

1. The Persian Gulf’s wildlife is am – z – ng. You can see some beautiful sea animals such as dol –– ins there.

2. One si – ple way to protect wildlife is learning about end – nger – d animals that live around you.

3. H – nters who came to our vil – age didn’t care for animals.

7
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27 - Complete the conversation using the sentences below. 

There is one extra sentence below. 

Reza: Hi Pedram! I need some help. Are you free this weekend? 

Pedram:  ........1.......... . 

Reza: That’s great! I’m sure you’ll enjoy it. 

Pedram: I don’t know. I don’t like it, Reza!  .........2......... . 

Reza:I guess you’re right!  ........3..........  . 

Pedram: That’s right. 

A: But we, humans, are destroying nature. Maybe they are happier at the zoo. 

B: I don’t care for animals like zebras, lions, rhinos and antelopes. They are dangerous. 

C: I mean I think all those animals like zebras, lions, rhinos and antelopes need to live in the wild. 

D: Oh! Didn’t I tell you? I’m going to the city zoo with my family.

28 - Read the following Passage and then answer the questions. 

Microbes 

Microbes are really wonderful. They are everywhere! They live all around you, on you and inside you! Microbes are very

small, so you can’t see them. But don’t worry. Some microbes make you sick but most others keep you healthy and even help

you to fight disease. 

There are so many different types of microbes. We still don’t really know how many there are, but we know that microbes do

lots of different things. Bacteria and viruses are two important types of microbes. 

Bacteria are really important microbes. They are very small. They have only one cell. Bacteria can live in any area of the

earth. They aren’t all bad; in fact you couldn’t live without some bacteria! 

Viruses are among the smallest microbes on the earth, even smaller than bacteria. They are different from bacteria because

they cannot live on their own. Viruses need to be inside a living cell to live and grow. There aren’t many good things about

viruses. they usually attack your body and make you sick!

True or False 

1) Microbe is an important type of bacteria.

2) Viruses can live in any place in the world.

3) Bacteria do not need to be inside a living cell to live.
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Where can we find bacteria?

How are bacterias different from viruses?

29 - Read the following Passage and then answre the questions?
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Simple ways to protect wildlife 

One easy way to protect wildlife is learning about endangered animals that live around you.  Teach your friends and family

about the wonderful birds, fish and plants that live near your home. In this way, they are going to be more careful about

nature. You can also visit a national wildlife museum or park. These places give good information about how to protect

endangered animals and their homes. You can do voluntary work in these places to help animals and their babies. Another

thing you can do is protecting the natural home of the endangered animals. When you keep nature clean and safe, the animals

will live longer. Protecting the trees of forests is also helpful. If you live in a village, you need to be very careful about the

hunters who come to your village to hurt animals. Whenever you see these people, you need to call the police. These are

simple works, but they will help nature a lot.

Is it good to give information to our family about wildlife?

This is a low mountain, but those mountains are high.

The weather is beautiful in the spring.

Nasim read a book on the bus last week.

Some people do not take care of animals.

I saw two wolves in the zoo.

9
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Learning about endangered animals is not important. 

You can do voluntary work in wildlife parks. 

Keeping nature clean destroys animals.

Why is protecting the trees helpful for endangered animals?

30 - Read the following sentences and circle the nouns.
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31 - Circle the correct answer.

Amin (askari / Askari) is a pilot. He is 40 (Years / years) old. He lives with his (Wife / wife) and his son and

daughter in (mashhad / Mashhad). He loves his job.

Today, (iran / Iran)’s mountains and plains are the natural (Home / home) of many animals. One of them is the

black (Bear / bear) which lives in a few (Parts / parts) of the country.

The (persian / Persian) Gulf is a very important sea between Iran and some (arab / Arab) countries. Its (wildlife /

Wildlife) is amazing. You can (See / see) some beautiful sea animals such as (Dolphins / dolphins) there.

32 - Read the following passage and then answre the following quest. 

Endangered Animals  

Today, there are some endangered animals on Earth. It means that we can find only a few of them around us. Some examples

are whales, pandas, tigers and Asian elephants. 

Humans destroy the natural homes of the animals in the forests, lakes, and plains. When the number of people on Earth

increases, they need more places for living. They cut trees and destroy lakes. They make homes and roads instead. Then the

animals won’t have a place to live. They will die out. 

The Iranian cheetah is among these animals. This wild animal lives only in the plains of Iran. Now there are only a few

Iranian cheetahs alive. If people take care of them, there is hope for this beautiful animal to live. Recently, families are

paying more attention to nature, students learn about saving wildlife, and some hunters don’t go hunting anymore. Hopefully,

the number of cheetahs is going to increase in the future.
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1-Which of them is not an endangered animal?

b) cheetah c) horse

2-Where is the natural home of the Iranian cheetah?

a) forest b) plain c) mountain

3- Which place is not a natural home of wild animals?

a) park             b) lake           c) jungle

33 - Make wh-questions.
He is going to buy a new house next month.

1. Who  .................. ? 

2. What  .................. ? 

3. When  .................. ?

34 - Match two sides. 

A B

. put outa. human being

. cut down b. our relatives

. endangered c. safe

. visit d. wildlife

. protect e. trees

. keep f. the fire

g. animals

1

2

3

4

5

6

35 - Fill in the blanks with the future or present form of the verbs in brackets. 

I think we  .........1.........  (have) special shoes like these in the future. They  .........2.........  (be) very comfortable. Everyone 

.........3.........  (be) able to wear them, even children and old people. The shoes  .........4......... (have) wheels, so they 

.........5.........  (help) us to move around quickly. They will also lift us off the ground when we  .........6.........  (want) to jump

over things or fly to a different place. 

These shoes  .........7.........  (be) a great idea because we  .........8......... (not need) bikes or cars to travel around the town.

They  ........9..........  (be)good for the environment.

10
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36 - Complete the conversation using the sentences below. 

There is one extra sentence below. 

Jane: I was thinking, Mary. 

Mary : .........1......... . 

Jane : How can we stop people from hurting animals? 

Mary : .........2.........  . 

Jane : Like? 

Mary :For example, I don’t wear jackets or shoes made from animals. 

Jane : .........3.........  . 

Mary : Well, I talk to my friends and the people I know about these things. Just helping people to give the problem a closer

attention. 

Jane : ........4..........  . 

Mary : If you care for the lives of the animals, and also ask your friends to do it, you’ll  make a great difference, Jane. 

Jane : ........5..........  . 

a: I know. You just made me pay more attention. 

b: Thanks, Mary. I will remember that. 

c: Oh, sorry! when did it happen? 

d: That’s a great idea! I will do that too. Is there anything else? 

e: Well, I think there are some things we can do to make a difference. 

f: About what Jane?

37 - There are different animals living on Earth. Animals like leopards, lions, tigers, cheetahs and elephants are wild. They

live in their own natural home. Other animals live with or near humans. Cows, camels, ducks and goats are examples of farm

animals living with humans. 

We can also divide wild animals based on where they live. While some wild animals like monkeys and tigers live in the

jungle, others live in the desert. Snakes, types of mice and lizards are all desert animals.Animals like zebras and leopards live

in the grasslands. And of course, fish, turtles, sharks and whales are sea animals. Jungles, deserts, grasslands and seas are

natural homes, or natural habitats, of different wild animals. 

All the animals live well together in their natural habitats. That doesn’t mean they don’t hunt other animals. They all get

what they need from their habitats. Still, they are part of nature. Each animal plays a role in its natural home. And they don’t

destroy nature.

11
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TRUE OR FALSE

1. Animals living in their natural homes don’t hurt other animals.

2. Each animal has a special part in the place it lives.

3. Snakes and lizards are wild animals but turtles are not.

4. Goats and sharks have the same habitats.

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. 

1. Do the wild animals have a role in destroying nature?

2. Where do the wild animals get their food from?

3. Name four natural homes in which different animals live.

4. In which paragraph the writer talks about the relationship between different animals.

a. Paragraph 1 b. Paragraph 2 c. Paragraph 3

38 - Read the following letter. Find and underline the nouns. Then, write them in the correct column below. 

Dear David, 

Thanks for your postcard! I’m on holiday in France. We arrived in Paris this morning. We’re going to have lots of fun! 

Tonight we’re going to climb the Eiffel tower. It is 134 meters high! It’s got electric lights on it at night and it’s very pretty. 

Tomorrow we’re going to go on a boat ride on the river. Mum is excited about that. 

On Friday morning, we’re going to see some paintings in a museum. Then we’re going to the biggest swimming pool in the

town! 

Bye for now. 

NOUN

  A PLACE     AN IDEA      PEOPLE/ANIMALS      A THING   
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39 - Match two sides. 

A B 

 . This is a low mountain, a. and took care of it.

 . When you keep nature clean and safe, b. you need to call the police.

 . There’s no coffee. c. give good information about how to  protect endangered

animals.

 . The Persian Gulf’s wildlife is amazing. d. the animals will live longer.

 .  National wildlife museums e. and save animals and plants and take care of them.

 . I brought the injured bird into the room f. and I’d like to see it.

 . Whenever you see the hunters coming to your village to hurt

animals,

g. You can see some beautiful sea animals such as dolphins

there.

 . All humans need to work together h. Would you like a cup of tea instead?

i. but those ones are high.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

40 - Match antonyms: 

A B

 . alive a. polite

 . increase b. plural

 . hard-working c. irregular

 . regular d. decrease

 . singular e. dead

f. lazy

1

2

3

4

5

41 - Match antonyms: 

A B

 . high a. wild

 . together b. lazy

 . hard-working c. interesting

 . boring d. easy

 . domestic e. low

f. alone

1

2

3

4

5
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42 - Match synonyms and definitions: 

A B

 . living things a. like

 . dry b. people ,animals and plants

 . nowadays c. having no water

 . save d. to stop from dying or being hurt

 . endangered e. look after

 . protect f. today / at the present time

 . for example        g. dead

h. at risk

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

43 - Match synonyms and definitions: 

A B

 . plain a. animals and plants living in nature

 . lake b. a person who kills wild animals

 . among c. a person who takes care of animals

 . recently     d. one of several

 . wildlife e. an area of flat land without trees

 . hunter f. not long ago

g. an area of water

1

2

3

4

5

6

44 - Fill in the blanks using your own words. 

1. Whenever you see the hunters who come to your village to  .................. animals, you need to call the police. 

2. I  .................. the injured bird into the room and took care of it. 

3. If you .................. something, it becomes bigger in amount and number. 

4. When two teams play together, one of them wins and the other one .................. . 

5. This room is large  .................. to take two beds. 

6. I wanted to write a  .................. about how I felt exactly like Sa’di. 

7. Do you know the reason why they are going to  .................. their house? It’s still new. 

8. A(n)  .................. is a person who looks after animals in the zoo.

14
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45 - Match columns A and B. 

A B

 . be interested a. into groups

 . be careful b. of reading

 . be based c. of animals

 . take care  d. about nature

 . go e. in music

 . divide f. on a trip

g. on facts

1

2

3

4

5

6

46 - Fill in the blanks using the following prepositions. You may need to use them more than once. 

1. They are learning  .................. protected animals and the ways to help them. 

2. The young man is interested  .................. reading poems. 

3. I’m very careful  .................. washing my hands before eating. 

4. Who is taking care  .................. the children while you're on holiday?

of-about-on-in-into

47 - Fill in the blanks using the following prepositions. You may need to use them more than once. 

1. English people love to talk  .................. weather. 

2. We went  .................. a trip to the mountains. 

3. Visitors usually ask  .................. these amazing plants. 

4. The movie is based  .................. her life story. 

5. The children divided  .................. three teams before starting to play.

of-about-on-in-into

48 - ODD ONE OUT. 

1. when – will - where - what

2. plain- earth- lake- forest

3. wolf – cheetah – horse - zebra

4. boy – tree – Damavand - bear

5. lake – museum – forest - desert

6. farmer - my brother – school - Maryam

15
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49 - Put the words in order. 
1. the - enough - we -  will - future - in - food - hopefully - have.

2. at - for - sat down - two - she - hours - her - desk - worked -and .

3. students – nature – in – protecting - are – interested.

4. will – if – we – safe – hard – live – to –work – have - place.

5. the room - bird - it - into - brought - I - and - the injured - took care of.

6. recently – save – families – to – more – paying – wildlife - are – attention.

50 - Unscramble the words in brackets. 

1. When the number of people on Earth  .................. (cnieraess), they need more places for living. 

2. They cut trees and  .................. (oetydsr) lakes. They make homes and roads instead. 

3. The Iranian cheetah is among  .................. (neddnargee) animals living only in the plains of Iran. 

4. We will go on a school trip tomorrow. The students will visit a  .................. (uemmsu). 
5. The Persian Gulf is a very important sea between Iran and some Arab  .................. (oncsuitre).

16
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51 - Complete the conversation using the sentences below. 

There is one extra sentence below. 

Kate: Is it true that the blue whale is the largest living thing on Earth? 

John: .........1.........  . 

Kate: Wow! My grandma said we could even live inside its stomach. 

John: .........2.........  . 

Kate: Maybe. Well, blue whales are dying out, so I hear. 

John : .........3.........  . 

Kate :Oh my God. By whom? 

John : .........4.........  . 

Kate : That’s terrible. 

a: Actually they are being killed. 

b: That’s right. A blue whale is a really large mammal! Its tongue is as heavy as an elephant! 

c: By kind and patient people who try to save them. 

d: By cruel people who hunt them for their meat. 

e: Not really, Kate. That happens only in stories.

52 - Yesterday, we had science at school. My teacher, Mr. Ahmadi, asked us to think about nature. We talked about how

humans are destroying other living things and their natural homes.We talked about the increasing number of animals and

plants which are dying out because of the changes we are making. We also talked about ways which help save the earth. Mr.

Ahmadi asked us to pay attention to the simple but helpful things each one of us can do to protect the environment.  

My classmates and I are now planning to divide into two voluntary groups. Each group has a role to play. We are going to

protect endangered animals and plants.The first group is going to make some brochures to have people’s attention to the

wildlife. We’ll show them how important it is to do something about it. The second group will try to help clean the

environment. They’ll collect garbage like plastic bags and bottles to keep nature safe and clean.Hopefully, we’ll have a clean

and safe earth for us and for all other living things in the future.

17
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TRUE OR FALSE 

A
1. We are endangering animals

2. We’ll keep nature safe and clean

3. We’re going to help people pay more attention

B
a. by talking about it.

b. by changing the environment.

c. by collecting garbage.

d. by protecting plants and animals.

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. 

1. Is the second group of the students going to talk to people about nature?

2. How are the students going to help save nature?

53 - Match synonyms and definitions:

A B

 . hurt a. usual

 . species  b. the amount of time a living thing actually lives

 . wonderful c. keeping from danger

 . average d. great

 . life span e. type of animal or plant

 . protection f. hate

g. injure

1

2

3

4

5

6

54 - Unscramble the name of the following animals. 

1. .................. (agelzle) 2. .................. (inlo) 3. .................. (lvweos) 4. .................. (imec)

5.  .................. (olpdaer)       6.  .................. (ohres)        7. .................. (grifaef) 8. .................. (erba)

55 - Make wh-questions. 
James is going to help Mike clean the room tomorrow. 

1. Who  .................. ? 

2. Who  .................. ? 

3. What  .................. ? 

4. When .................. ?

18
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. Allofthe students are going to collect garbage  .1 

. Theteachersaid there was nothing we could do to save nature  .2 

. Itisuseful if people know more about wildlife  .3 

Keeping the environment safe and clean won’t help wild animals. .4 

 .MATCH TWO HALVES
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56 - Complete the conversation using the sentences below. 

There is one extra sentence below. 

Jack:Mary, is the tiger skin in your house real? 

Mary: ........1.......... . 

Jack: Oh! The Siberian tigers are the largest living member of the cat family! Unfortunately there are only a few 

hundred alive now. 

Mary: .........2.........  . 

Jack:All right. I’m sure you don’t like to hurt animals. 

Mary: ........3..........  . 

Jack: Why do you still keep that skin in your house? 

Mary: ........4..........  . 

A: I know. My great-grandfather was a hunter and he hunted it. I really wish he hadn’t. 

B: Because my parents think it’s a family souvenir. 

C: No, that’s not real. I bought it last year. 

D: No Jack, I don’t. I love animals. I’m an animal lover in fact. 

E: Yeah, that’s real. My grandma says it’s the skin of a Siberian tiger.

57 - Rewrite the sentences with correct punctuation.  

1. its new years day tomorrow         .................. 

2. im from australia      ..................         

3. we usually eat fish vegetables and fruit      .................. 

4. does mary live in Italy        .................. 

5. mike sam and lisa are from the usa    ..................  

6. what do you eat on new years day     ..................
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58 - Match synonyms: 

A B

. increase a. plan

. die out b. volunteer

. natural home c. go extinct

. schedules d. lengthen

. enjoy e. habitat

f. like something very much

1

2

3

4

5

59 - Match two sides. 

A B

. endangered a. the rule

. planet  b. information

. follow c. species

. voluntary d. span

. give e. future

. life f. work

g. Earth

1

2

3

4

5

6

60 - ODD ONE OUT. 

1. pain - look – danger - attention

2. cinema - computer – apple - car

3. watches – James – dishes - men

4. whale – panda – cheetah – leopard

5. pens – boxes – girls – hens

6. hurting animals - cutting down trees - destroying jungles - putting out fire
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61 - Complete the conversation using the sentences below. 

There is one extra sentence below. 

Rosy: .........1.........  . 

Jack: No Rosy! Rhinos are mammals, dinosaurs were reptiles. Rhinos look like Rhinos. 

Rosy:  .........2.........  . 

Jack: That’s because dinosaurs died out millions of years ago. 

Rosy:  .........3.........  . 

Jack: Yes, but very few. If it continues like that, they will become extinct too. 

Rosy:  ........4..........  . 

Jack: People are cutting down the jungles, and hunting them for money. It’s a shame. 

Rosy : .........5......... . 

a: We still have Rhinos around, don’t we? 

b: Did Rhinos die out, too? 

c: What’s a real rhino like, Jack? They look like dinosaurs, right? 

d: What’s happening to them? 

e: It’s terrible. When will human beings learn to be human? 

f: Oh, I am sorry. But there’s no dinosaur in the city zoo!

62 -

Cheetahs are part of the big cat family.While they can’t climb trees, they can run faster than any other land animal. They can
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reach a top speed of around 113 km per hour. Cheetahs are smaller than other members of the big cat family, weighing only

45 – 60 kilograms. They have a life span of 8 to 10 years in the wild. Cheetahs are the only big cat that cannot roar. Instead,

they can purr, like domestic cats! While lions and leopards usually do their hunting at night, cheetahs hunt for food during

the day. Cheetahs eat mainly gazelles, and other small animals.  

Domestic cats usually purr to show happiness.

Lions roar to scare away other wild animals.

Did you know that we can hear a lion roar from miles away?

Cheetahs are not usually dangerous to humans; they don’t usually attack people. Some people actually kept them as pets in

the past. Some zoos even let you get really close to the animal. 

In the past, people hunted cheetahs to stop them from eating the animals they kept on the farms, although studies show that

cheetahs don’t usually do so. 

In 1900, there were over 100,000 cheetahs across the planet. Today, there are 9,000 to 12,000 cheetahs in the wild in Africa.

In Iran, there are about 100 cheetahs living in small populations in the Khorasan province. They are listed as endangered

species.

TRUE OR FALSE 

1. Cheetahs mainly hunt during the night.

2. Cheetahs can run faster than leopards.

3. Cheetahs are at risk of dying out.
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Choose the best answer. 

1. According to the passage, which one of the following is NOT true?

a. In the past, some people kept and cared for cheetahs at home.

b. In the past, some people killed cheetahs to keep their farms safe.

c. Cheetahs will hurt us, if we get near them.

2. The cheetah .................. 

a. moves its food to the top of the trees to protect it from other wild animals

b. roars like lions do.

c. lives in both Africa and Asia

Answer the following questions or fill in the blanks as required. 

1. Use the following phrases to complete the sentences about the differences between cheetahs and other big cats.

2. How long do cheetahs live?

3. Zookeepers may let you get near cheetahs because  .................. .

are faster    can roar     hunt at nighttime     can’t go up the trees

Cheetahs .............. .

a. ………………………………

b. .……………………………

c. .……………………………

d. ……………………………

Other Members of big cat family …… .

a. ……………………………

b. .……………………………

c. .……………………………

d. .……………………………
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